More than 3.400 global students from over 100 nations contribute to a creative working environment – accounting for 10 per cent of the total.

TU Dortmund University is one of the city’s biggest employers and a driver for the technological and cultural change of the Rhine region from a coal mining area to a high-tech site and cultural metropolis.

Our campus university founded in 1968 excels by a special combination of faculties in the natural sciences and engineering, social sciences and humanities. The vibrant structure produces new knowledge, methodologies and technical innovations.

6400 employees

34,000 student population

16 faculties

orientation

Our international office is well equipped and offers a variety of services. We provide accommodation, an Intensive German course, free language classes and cultural activities.
The Chair stands for theoretical and applied research and teachings in both Enterprise Logistics and Supply Chain Management. These two fields address similar and overlapping tasks in production, procurement and logistics that cannot be sharply delineated. We offer 15 lectures spread across the major fields of Logistics Management, Industrial Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

Economy

We cooperate with numerous industry partners and institutes, mainly with the Fraunhofer Institute for Material Flow and Logistics and the Max-Planck Institute of Molecular Physiology.

Guidance

International students benefit from our mentoring program. A faculty student assists with questions of everyday life, orientation on campus and course selection.

Furthermore, the students also benefit from the mechanical engineering faculty's broad network and get support from TU Dortmund university's international office.

www.mb.tu-dortmund.de/cms/de/International/index.html